
FREEDOM SERIES
Children Interactive Workstation

Quicker and easier height 
adjustments are at the 
heart of the Freedom 
S501 Children’s Study 
Desk. Gone are the days 
when a mechanical crank 
was required to adjust a 
desk. With the new and 
improved Lift and Set 
pneumatic spring design 
found in the S501, a child 
can quickly make 
adjustments to the desk 
by simply lifting it to the 
desired height. 

WARRANTY ERGONOMICS



JUST PRESS IT
“No Muss, No Fuss!”

Traditionally, you're told " Sit, be quiet and learn”, so the sitting is kind of ingrained from a very early age. Through the eyes of kids, the world is a magical place full of wonder and inspiration. Your child is growing physically and intellectually by leaps and bounds. Looking for even more flexibility? Ergovida’s gas lift workstation is the desk you'll ever have to buy for your child —— designed to adjust to your child's growth providing a comfortable learning environment where your kid may enjoy. 

Traditionally, you're told " Sit, be quiet and learn”, so the sitting is kind of 
ingrained from a very early age. Through the eyes of kids, the world is a 
magical place full of wonder and inspiration. Your child is growing 
physically and intellectually by leaps and bounds. Looking for even more 
flexibility? Ergovida’s gas lift workstation is the desk you'll ever have to 
buy for your child— designed to adjust to your child's growth providing a 
comfortable learning environment where your kid may enjoy. 

How to assess the right desk height for your child? By focusing on the 4 
key things below, you can ensure proper alignment and maximum 
comfort. And maximum comfort equals maximum concentration. 

Height Adjustment by an Easy Push and Pull
597-827mm  

Arms by side,
elbows bent at 90 degrees

Knees bent at 
90 degrees

Hips bent at 
90 degrees

Feet flat on the floor



FEATURES

Feet Levelers
for a fixed and stable foundation 
even on uneven surfaces

Safety Lock
firmly holds the desktop 
in a variety of positions

3

High Quality Feet Caster
provides easy movement 
while protecting floor from 
scuffs or scratches

4

5

Tiltable Desktop
provides better angel 
for writing, reading and drawing

1

Pull-Out Drawer
meets the various storage demands 
of supplies while keeping a clean look

2

Safe Materials for Peace of Mind

EN71 Cadmium
not

exceed limit

Compliant

REACH
SVHC

Compliant

CPSIApart S501
Features Video



S501

Color:

Desktop Material: MDF & Melamine
Desktop Thickness: 25mm
Desktop Tilt Range: 0-20°
Full Desktop Size:1157x744mm

Tilting Desktop Size: 1157x476mm
Desk Height Adjustment Range: 597-827mm
Height Adjustment Mechanism: Gas Spring
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Anti-Pinch
Safety Design

Large Legroom Feet LevelerNon-Reflection
Surface

Compartment
Drawer

Pneumatic Spring Feet Caster



NINGBO ERGOVIDA HEALTH TECHNOLOGY LTD.
a�LUMI�LEGEND�GROUP�company

Tel: +86-0574-28860060   Fax: +86-0574-27956598   E-mail: info@ergovida.cn 

Add: 22/F., Building 1, Lisi Plaza, Huifeng East Road, Ningbo, China 315100
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www.ergovida.cn


